experi~nce
print analog to the covenant experience
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d for action
erence·geare
CCDAconference
geared
CCDAconf
Covenant students learn, share, and fellowship with Christian developers
"There was a professor from
Jonathan Hamilton. “There
Covenant Theological Seminary who shared his .
hutestimony and really touched me through his hu
broA number of Covenant students recently mility. To see a man of such a high stature, bro
participated in this year's
year’s CCD A conference, held ken before God and his peers, really spoke to
me."
at the elegant Adam’s
Adam's Mark Hotel in downtown me.”
com
Others were impressed by the practical comComSt. Louis. CCDA is an acronym for Christian Com
ponents of the conference. "The
“The CCDA conferconfer
munity Development Association.
CCDA is an organization whose mission is ence gave me concrete examples of churches and
de- people all over the place implementing programs
to work together with Christian community de
velopment ministries to mobilize spiritual and and doing mercy ministry in ways that I had never
before," said student Jennifer McKenzie.
physical resources. In other words, this is an seen before,”
Making connections with others involved
organization that is trying to help the church and
re- in development around the country was also a
the community to be good stewards of the re
"It was exciting to
valuable element of the event. “It
sources that God has given.
CCDA addresses a wide range of issues 'in
in see all the different ways people were working to
God,” said Tim Marshall.
trying to fulfill the mission. These range from further the Kingdom of God,"
“The trip was also a great opportunity to interact
rec- "The
economic development, to health, to racial rec
with other students and get to know Dr. Fikkert
onciliation.
classroom."
Each year, CCDA organizes a conference better outside of the classroom.”
experience,"
“It
"It was an incredible learning experience.'
where people from different churches and other
Throener. "'It
"It was a great
to- said junior Charity Throener
Christian organizations and institutions come to
chance to network across
:1cross the country. I met
gether and share with others the work they have c-hance
getl)-er
been doing. The program also includes a time of people from Boston and California who worked
in the Philippines and they worked on the same
worship and fellowship every day.
micro-creclit project that the Chalmers
“The
"The theme of the conference was integrity, type of micro-credit
Philippines."
trying to start in the Philippines.”
vulnerability, and brokenness,”
brokenness/' said participant Center is tiying

Miriam Mwaria
Guest writer

Workaccelerates
Work accelerates
on Ashe Center
K
atie Brown in her elem
ent: ascen
din g and perfectly
p erfe c tly poised
poised
ascending
element:
Katie

two climbing
Brown claims -two
titles in as many weekends
Marty Marquis Staff writer
CovKatie Brown, a freshman at Cov
enant, took first place at the American
NationSport Climbers Federation Fall Nation
als competition in New York City on Nov.
Nov.
21-22. On the previous Saturday, Nov.
14. she had taken first place in the InterInter
14,
national Invitational climbing event at
Mission Cliffs in San Francisco.
The 17-year-old Brown has won
every national competition she's
she 's ever
climbed in, and has taken first place in
the sport-climbing segment ofESPN's
of ESPN's
X-Games for the past three years.
genSport-climbing competitions gen
erally include two different contests,
diffione for speed and the other for diffi

culty. The latter is Brown’s
Con
Brown's forte. Contests are decided on the basis of how
ne
successfully a climber is able to negotiate a route up a rock wall. "It's
“It’s
basically
basically_ how far you get before you
fall,”
fall ," said Brown.
Brown began climbing at the age
of 13 when her family moved to Paris,
Kentucky from Colorado.
Colorado. The Brown
Georfamily now resides in Lafayette, Geor
gia.
Acclaimed voices in the climb
climbing world have praised Brown's easy,
flex
methodical style, her strength and flexibility, and her soft-spoken demeanor.
According to Robyn Erbesfield, a
former world champion.
champion, Brown could
potentially dominate the sport for the
next ten to 15 years.

Kim Elliott
News editor
C
onstruction on the
Construction
new activity center is pro
progressing. This recent
progress is due to the arrival
of more workers and to the
favorable weather.
weather.
The contractor still
hopes to finish the project
by mid-April. This intended
date of completion is the
sam e as it was several
same
m
onths ago, despite two
months
minor delays in construction
that recently occurred.
occurred.
One delay took place
while the contractor wailed
waited
for the concrete slab to
harden before putting up the
beams. Originally, he
steel beams.
thought that he could put

see Ashe, page 4
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This
past as I was configuring
co~&}IDng the
T~s.weekend past
print
analog you currently hold in
mind1 a
i:q your mind,
p~n,ts,ii,nalog
new
posting on the Wittenburg
Door piught
caught
\.\)1tenburgi{_g9p~
n~".)'i.£OS!ing
to
++ . to
entioii. 1n
J,. 'attention.
·•··my
It’s pustortia
customary ·to, respond
cin: the door in like manner, but 1
' sted on
what’s posted
I :·
thought thi.ti&:this
that in this case it would beIappropri
. < ri- ·
ate. \to,• do
Cosmos,
since
~ i~o~t'.si~ce
~arrati~e'§.
' . so here, in the Narrative
what;J'c!
the posting bears directly on what
I’d thought
th~pQ§tin.g
would
ean ideal topic for this :m.id.-r5ecember
mid-December
be-a~
wq}lJd b
·•· •·
moriient:·Christmas.
moment:
Christmas.
Actually, it's
it’s a print-analog
duty, I
J?rint-analo~ editor’s
1ttu~Uy,
0'sduty,
comme1i'>m,,. on the
fo write some sort of commentary
.·think, to
:ii
many'¢excesses.
seas01l and its many
Christmas season
In other
:'ClrriStmas
this is your obligatory
·
obligato let’s-get-back-toY8ffl§~ Jhis}s
'words,
've
9PL piece. You’ve
·.· f ' ,,. - ~rChp~~~~ opinion
the-spirit-of-Christmas
seen ‘em 'before,
and you'll
you’ll see
.. ‘em again, but
f9;1;e, ;and
this one, I assure youJ
you, is something
soh;lethin special.
Now
D_o or bit:
Wittenb' Door
. o get back to the Wittenburg
> < . .to
bl~shad to do with the extent to which blas
it liacf
phemy—
specified as taking God's
God’s name in
phemy-specified
'\yorfd!y enterthe “worldly
vain—permeates
enter
vain,Lpermeates much of the
tainment”
readily indulge
tairnpent" that we Christians reaaiJy
God's
~ay, God’s
ourselves jR
in. Even Jn,
in the school play,
ournelves
' d we
. And
dra 'ed through fue'
' was dragged
name
the mud!
complacently applaud
f~
a ng1enjoy.
, u~;.and
I’m sympathetic
to
the point being made,
1c to~e'.po
ptedto
though I’m tempted
to say that the prevalence of
blasphemy in ,ourculi
our culture is the only possible
outcome of a general
degradation
, and vulgariza
eralde
tion of language itself.Ifs
itself.,i-,.:·~It’s not
just God’s, ;']latne'
name
notj
. :;_
=::, ~- ' .being taken in vain—it’s
name,
every
and
every
vain-it's
word, for that matter.
matte~. Most of the late twentiethcentury
human
sim
I've encountered are simpentury lium~ beings I’ve
ply unconcerned, by and
large,
with
the
meaning
an\i
of the words that come out of their'
their .imouths.
nouths.
But if we'
we’re
going
to
be
concerned
about blasblas
.b e concernecI,about
re
phemy, and more specifically, with taking God's
God’s
name in vain, then I say we need to look first to
this insidious season falling all around us. We
tl1is
call it "Christmas."
“Christmas,” shorthand for “Christ’s
"Christ's
mass.”
(or
mass." That means that every time a person (or
more significantly, an ad agency) uses the word,
they’re
tl1e name of the Lord of Lords.
they're invoking the
And, as every good American knows,
knO\vs, the uses
And,
put are any
anyto which that name is frequently put
thing but sacred. Perhaps Christendom needs
to mobilize against what is, in a capitalist world
order, an inherently blasphemous season.
let’s go even further. I'm
I'm often appalled,
But let's
sickened, at the people and practices associ
associated with the term "Christian."
“Christian.” Again, here’s
here's an
incorporation of the messianic title of the Son
of God into a banal, quotidian term that is regu
regularly, excessively, disturbingly employed to sig
signify all manner
of
sentimental
drivel
and
feel
feelmaip1er
good
religiosity.
. . ,·•·• .....· /
good religiosity.
So this hob
holiday
you sing
~.ing your
9Cf9rtX8!¾.
season, before
day season,
§9this
favovite
Christmas
carol,
check
yourself—blas
~lf;-+blasfct\ipyite $hristrrnts car_oli..ch{c~
phemy
But don’t be
. glum. Just
pHemy is all around. Butdo,i~t
remember
that Jesus, whose birth
honor
L
blrtl) .we’re
remember.that
blasplle · ·•. . . . . ·in history—
the greatest
ing/i\vas
ing, was the
greatest blasphemer
and it was
last word of it.
e,very list
wAs all true, every

x§i

a

the

c ·• . \

ecqt9

thfoug~
I.:;._

<:-'

is

and it
;<~·

·.•.·,•.•

Do ever you wonder why tuition goes
up? Or exactly how presidential scholarships
beare given out? Has a parking lot or road be
ing closed ever surprised you? Have you
been disappointed when you realized that
didn't know about or remember a recent
you didn’t
fireside chat? Do you ever wish you had an
excuse to get to know members of our
school's staff?
school’s
Well, these are some of the things
communithat the.newly-formed
the newly-formed communi
cations committee is thinking
about. The committee
com m ittee
hopes to find ways to
make information and
people more available
to students.
Low student/fac
student/facperulty ratios and a per
sonalized campus are
characpart of what charac
terizes Covenant.
Those things lead to
a campus where facfac
adminulty, staff, and admin
istrators
istrato
rs are easily
accessible and where stustu
dents usually know most
of the student body.
But, in the past few years
Covenant has quickly grown, with
that growth it has become harder for news
to
to.spread and for communication between
administra
students and faculty, staff, and administration to develop. Therefore, the Senate has
formed an ad hoc committee to discuss vari
various issues surrounding communication at
Covenant College.
The committee's mission statement is:
to facilitate enhanced student-faculty/staff
interaction, as well as increasing student
sensitivity towards various issues on and
campus,
off campus.
The committee
findtlms interested in find
conunittee is thus

the postmodern mind
editorial forforthe
hard times for Mr.
Jack Frost

ycr

w

ing creative
ways for school organizations
creative.ways
minsuch as the Campus Activities Board, min
department_s to
istries, clubs and college departments
spread information about activities and opop
portunities to students. Also we plan to
ininvestigate ways to better inform and in
clude the student body in the decisions
the college makes. As an initial solution it
is recommended that you regularly check
the Campus Bulletin Board, located in
the Public Folders section of
Microsoft
¥icrosoft Exchange. But we .
are interested in finding
more ideas for how inforinfor
circulate .
mation can circulate.
The com
m ittee
committee
also plans to explore
ways to facilitate nonnon
classroom interaction
between members of
Comthe Covenant Com
munity. One such idea
is to use events such
as Dine with a Mind,
which
w
hich consists of
of
planned lunches with
faculty/staff members for
broad
discussion of broad
the discussion
topics. Watch for signs next
'
semester!
The committee is just getting
started
so WE ARE PARTICULARLY IN
startedsoWEAREPARTICULARLYINlHOUGHfS.What
1ERESTED
TERESTED IN YOUR THOUGHTS.
What
issues related to Covenant decisions and
campus issues would you be interested in
Covenant discussing? What questions do
you have? What ideas for better ways to
inform the campus communities do you
have? If you do have ideas or concerns
please talk with a member of the Communi
Communications Committee: Vaden Cox, Jonathan
Crabb, Dr. Foreman, Autumn Fredericks,
James Goodman, Dr. Daddad, Taylor Long,
Claire Lowe, and Mrs. Morton.
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bagpipe is a student-funded and
operated print analog to the mul
tifarious possibilities of experi
ence available to m em bers of
what is commonly referred to as
“the covenant community.” bag
pipe reflects and is a reflection
of the kaleidoscope that happens
w hen people come together to
glorify God in a college environ
ment, learning to think and feel
under the general rubric of ser
vice to Christ, send letters and
other discourse:
c/o covenant college
14049 scenic hwy
lookout mtn. GA 30750
(706) 820-1560 e x t 1602
fax (706) 820-2165
bagpipe@covenant.edu
incid entally, this is the place
where w e’re supposed to state
explicitly that opinions expressed
herein aren't necessarily those
of the college or student body.

arts&e.
n tertainment 33
arts&entertainment
A.b out Nothing delivers dramatical delights
Much Ado About
bagpipe12.11.98
bagpipe 12.11.98

Stephen Freas

---

The Covenant Drama Department's
Department’s recent producproduc
tion of William Shakespeare's
Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing
surpassed most observers'
observers’ expectations. The play was a
realization of the ambitions of Isaac Wardell and Nancy
Young, who head up the Drama Department. "They're
“They’re a
good balance of personalities,”
personalities," said Lucas Fitts, who costarred as Benedick, opposite Meggin Hayes as Beatrice.
Beatrice.
To pull off the challenge of performing Shakespeare
with limited funding and time, "the·
“the cast and the crew had
to pull all of our resources together,",
together,” explained Wardell.
The soldier’s
soldier's swords were ingeniously crafted by Scot
Redpath (Don John). Many of the costumes were gra
graciously sown by Elizabeth Stuart, but everyone pitched
in. Even librarian Ethan Pettit (the Friar) helped out with
the woodwork that was needed for the props. The completed
set included balcony, lanterns, and grapevines.
Eunice and Balthasar entertain
play’s opening scene
Beatrice shares sharp words with Signor Benedick in the play's
"People
“People don't
don’t realize how
by Jonathan Davis
much time and energy goes
- Reform ing So^ie-iy b y
into performing a play,"
play,” said
lniear^t»~, the freshmen
Jessica Frailey, a lady-in-waitlady-in-wait
'/ n a n 's l e r m s M a n I ' l l -talk to fhem , b u t
at th e c o n c e r t a r e / /
ing in the production. The
a-fra'J
4
-h
a
t
th
e
y
h
a
v
e
n
't
token
dancing ! I think
players had to cope with the
enouah o f th e to re t o t r u l y
you sh o u ld ta lk
"As a ~iva n f-fer ^ iu d e n - t -tu rn e d
ur>derstxnd th e . in-ieanrtion
to -them ." ^
double pressure of school and
o f fa ith and learning. X '//
^
SuPe.rhe.ro, X 'm s t i l l learning -to
memorizing the script.
have to ta k e m y n e v / \
Irit&mrcxie f a it h a n d learnina
The
"Some
“Some of the performers
s id e k ic k
L ay/n an 's T e rm s
'
w it h in th e : s -p h e r e o f Jrne
C o n tra c t
M an to in te rp re t fo
would practice on their own,"
own,”
Covenant Com/nuni-ty.
Enfercfmeat
me "
I ' l l bridge th e -jic n s d S Z c■cvlatr
x Ja r S p lit b y
Wardell said. In many cases, the
th e In-kanodar^s re/oo-wecl spacuh
actors not only mastered
m astered the
th e lanlan 

y-TOP ihUEomm

nxe-hs w
iM
~1-ls
.,.,;.J-h

guage, but brought their own
distinct feel to the set. Hayes
had worked Shakespearean
drama before, and, according to
Wardell, brought a classical as
aspect to the stage. Wardell said
that Fitts ''brought
“brought a freshness
by saying things how he
wanted to."
to.”
“When we were ready to
"When
rou
perform, everything was routine,” said Fitts. "The
“The only difdif
tine,"
ference between rehearsal and
the performance is that we fed
off of the audience. To rise to
a higher level, we needed the
audience to respond.”
respond."
re
And the audience did respond. Every night had good
attendance, with a full house
on Friday, Nov. 20, the last
night of the performance that
was literally standing room
“I don’t
I’ve ever
only. "I
don't think I've
at many people in
seen th
that
Sanderson 215 before,”
before," said
Grant Slodovan, a regular at
Covenant drama events.
Much Ado About Nothing
reflected the hard work and
in 
dedication of all those involved, particularly Wardell
Young. The quality of the
and Young.
production will be a challenge
to surpass in years to come.
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Compiled by Dora Mugerwa

Cleanup on the Chattanooga Creek
1998
Times: December 1,
1,1998
The Chattanooga Times:
The Environment Protection Agency, EPA, is.
is cleaning up the Chattanooga creek
bed at Alton Park. They removed the sand-like, cancer-causing coal tar that has been
there for decades, and the creek is turning into a lighted public space to avoid trash
stream
dumping, drug addicts, prostitutes, or homeless encampments in the area. The stream
flows n~rthward
northward out of Georgia, through Chattanooga and on to the Tennessee River.
The stream became a national priority cleanup site several years ago after a federal
agency declared it public a health threat.

Fight over Georgia senate seat not over yet
1998
Times: December 1,
1,1998
The Chattanooga Times:
A decision has to be made by the superior court judge whether Jeff Mullis or Sonny
Huggins wins the senate seat. On Nov. 4, Mullis appeared to have won by 23 votes but
a Nov. 19 recount showed that Huggins was ahead by more than 100 votes. Mullis then
elecmade a lawsuit on the grounds that the ballot boxes were left unsecured after the elec
tions for at least two days in 12 precincts in Chattanooga county. In addition, some
ballots were counted by hand, a practice that was outlawed last year. A decision could
be made by mid-December, just in time for the senate swearing in.

Expanding deserts threaten millions
Times'. December 2, 1998
The Chattanooga Times:
The UN reported that more than 250 million people face hunger and poverty as a
result
resuli of expanding deserts around the world. Africa is one of the most affected regions
as almost three-quarters of its land is affected by drought from changing climate patpat
terns and harmful agricultural practices.

p eachment hearings
.Eye
Eye on im.
impeachment

Today, a stark skeleton of steel; tomorrow, the gym of our dreams

Ashe, from front page
the inside throughout the winter.
However, Harbert says he is more
them up immediately, but later he decided
to let the cement solidify first. The second concerned about the small building that
delay was caused by a lack of masons at will connect the existing gymnasium with
the big metal building. He knows that
the worksite.
commence- metal buildings can go up quickly, but
Bob Harbert thinks that commence
comple- the workers will need more time for this
ment is a more realistic date for comple
tion. However, he says that the next few connecting building.
There are three steps in the con
conweeks are critical if this is to happen.
Right now, the masons are putting up struction of the middle section. First the
cement block at the base of what will be contractors have to put up a block wall
Then
the big metal building. It is critical that at the edge of the metal building. Then
they finish this quickly so that they can they have to pour a slab of concrete.
reff Finally they can backfill to make the re
get the roof on before winter sets in. If
finthey do not, the project will more than taining wall stronger. Once this is fin
likely not be finished by May. Once the ished, they can get the roof on, and
roof is on, the workers can easily finish . begin work on the inside.

Times: December 2, 1998
The Chattanooga Times'.
imIn a victory for Republicans, a U.S. District Judge gave permission to House im
peachment investigators to read FBI memos that detail evidence of alleged fund-_raising
fund-raising
preClinton’s 1996 campaign. The proceedings may include pre
irregularities in President Clinton's
If
sentations by lawyers from both parties as well as votes in articles of impeachment. If
the articles are approved, the matter could go to the House floor the week of December
14, and lawmakers could vote to send Clinton to trial in the senate, censure him, or do
nothing.

Central America facing land mine problems
The Chattanooga Times:
Times'. December 2,
2,1998
1998
The floods from Hurricane Mitch significantly scattered the locations of tens of
thousands of land mines across fields and villages in·
in Central America. The army in
Nicaragua began searching for mines while the O.A.S., with the help ofU.S.
of U.S. experts, are
using satellites to see how far the rivers
could have carried the mines. Despite a threerivers.could
year effort to remove them, more than 70,000 land mines remain in the ground, _causing
c ausing
special concern for farmers.

Crackdown on traffic offenses begins
Times'. December 3, 1998
The Chattanooga Times:
Chattanooga Police are cracking down on bad driving by enforcing every traffic
rule in the book. This will include offenses like driving with high beams on within the city
limits. Police say that cracking down on traffic offenders can help in the apprehension of
rapists, murderers, and robbers, thus targeting both the traffic and the
crime issue. They
the.crime
are ready to do anything including going undercover to enforce the
law. They may be
the'iaw.
hiding in a broken-down car on side of the road, driving in unmarked vehicles, or porpor
traying unlikely characters like roadside construction workers. They anticipate heated
hea~ed
public reaction to this policy.

Cherith Johnson
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Whatever your blood type, you
can earn up to $280 a month by
donating life-saving plasma!
Visit our friendly, modem
center and find out more about
the opportunity to earn cash.
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Kara Griffith
Features editor

it’s
The River Why, by Robert Duncan: it's
it’s
a book no one has ever heard, and yet it's
gradually spreading like a pyramid scheme
across campus. The phenomenon can be
recommenda
traced back originally to the recommendation of Kathleen (then) Gulick. II received
its second generagenera
the recommendation in -its
through others it has reached as
tion, and 11\rough
at
far as a small group chapel. This is my attempt to propagate it campus-wide.
campus-wide.
be
The plot is difficult to describe, because to some extent it has so little to do
with the fascination of the book. I read it
because my friends recommended it so
or
highly, not because they told me it was orI’m utterly ignorant
ganized around a topic I'm
fly-fishing. I know slightly more
about: fly-fishing.
about philosophy, so the fact that it is a
philosophical novel, and the fact that the
book jacket claims it ranks with Zen and
o f Motorcycle Maintenance were
the Art of
appealing. The style, the characters,
more appealing.
and the questions they ask, however, are
the main source of my enjoyment.
The novel is told in first-person by
anglers .
Gus. the son of famous, obsessive anglers.
Gus,
Gus is raised believing that fishing is the
life. Eventually he leaves
highest goal in life.
home to embark upon the ideal life: fishing
the. day.
every hour of the.
almost ~very

As the book progresses, he delves into
ultimate questions, exploring, for instance,
is, and
why we exist, where significance 1s,
being. Hints come
the idea of a higher being.
ecgradually through interaction with his ec
centric yet incredibly gifted younger
ed friend
philosophically-inclined
brother, a philosophically-inclin
named Titus and his dog Descartes, and a
corpse he finds on the river. He repeatedly
“why” spelled out in the curves of the
sees "why"
river, and realizes that there must be a greater
significance to life. One of his answers
envi
comes in respecting nature and the envimyste
ronment. Another comes through a mysterious young fisher-woman who dominates
his thoughts and his search throughout
much of the novel.
Gus’s obsession with fishing has
But Gus's
almost nothing to do with why I like the
book. It’s
It' s the ride that I enjoy more than
's poetic use of
Duncan's
the destination. Duncan
words is one of his primary appeals.
appeals. He
crafts each sentence to be aurally, visually,
or metaphorically stimulating. The result is
senses,
a writing style that appeals to many senses,
emo
in either a humorous, a beautiful, or an emotionally powerful way. A wealth of allusion
evto literature and philosophy underlies ev
creates.. Another
A nother of
erything Duncan creates
Duncan’s
“literary” techniques is
Duncan 's favorite "literary"
the humorous list. The lists become almost
's fascinato Duncan
due-to
Duncan's
fascina
poetic at times, duetion with alliteration.
alliteration. This technique is only

one of the evidences of how Duncan plays
into\ phrases,
with words, shaping them into
sentences and paragraphs enjoyable in and
whole ..
of themselves, as well as a whole.
Yet Duncan’s
Duncan's poetry does not arise
merely because of his fascination with
words. His aesthetic insight is deep, and
the words are merely how he conveys the
richness with which he perceives the world.
iflI experience the world more fully
I feel as if
each time I read his writing. Metaphors and
allegories interlace and weave throughout
The River Why, some in recurring streams,
othsuch as aquatic and angling images, oth
of
flashes
and
ers in one-time descriptions
The
book.
the
unify
perception. The former
latter pull me physically into the narrative
as I realize that II've
’ve experienced the same
thing—though
thing- though never quite that fully since
I’ve
I've never been able to pin the experience
Duncan's metaphors never
down in words. Duncan’s
me ; they appear to
seem contrived to me;
emerge organically as Gus shares the way
he experiences the events around him.
Yet The River Why's appeal is not due
elements.
solely to its literary form or poetic elements.
Duncan creates characters who are vivid
and unique.
unique. All four characters in the
comnarrator’s
's family seem to arise out of com
narrator
pletely different backgrounds with utterly
ty~s, and yet they
different personality_
personality types,
enconvincing. The en
are all compelling and convincing.
joyment of unveiling the complexities in their

alvarious characters makes the reading al
predictable.
ways enjoyable and never predictable.
I like Gus in particular because I ideniden
extenobvfously read exten
tify with -him.
him. He has obviously
sively, and he is intelligent, cynical, and
interested.
interested. He lifts me above myself, since
he experiences things at a level which I
don’t,
yet at which I would like to. As I
don't, yet
identify with him I learn to see nature, to
see other people, and to see myself, more
clearly and fully.
fully. He is aloof enough from
what to me are traditional perspectives to
have a creative insight which challenges
me and lends a new outlook on old ideas I
never challenge or care about.
reThe narrator provides a somewhat re
with;
alistic perspective for me to identify with;
on the other hand, his little brother Bill Bob
allowis imagination incarnate in the story, allow
ing me to explore the realm of the myth. Bill
explain
Bob concocts mythic stories to explain
creeverything he experiences, yet his level of cre
deativity is far surpasses anything I could de
velop on my own. He too, however, stretches
ordimy ability to imagine and to delight in the ordi
me
nary things, teaching m
e to rise above the
life.
mundane in my everyday experience of life.
The sum total of my experience with
The River Why cannot be broken down into
a list of elements necessary and sufficient
to produce my enjoyment
enjo~ent of it. There is

see Duncan, next page

purpose
In defense of snobb
snobbery—a
ery-a matter of taste, value, purpose
Bob Wiegers
BobWiegers
Staff writer
it's
It is not easy being a snob, and it’s
especially difficult to be a specialized snob.
snob.
Whatever your particular specialty in snobsnob
bery, you are bound to run into people and
things that are simply inferior, and of
course, as a snob, it is your job to point out
how and why such things are inferior to
expert.
the standard of which you are an expert.
there
o f you out th
ere in
Perhaps some of
newspaperland (at least five or six) think
the.
my proverbial tongue is in my cheek, the.
other two readers who actually know me
realize I am being rather serious ((or
or at least
as serious as I am capable of being), for I
am indeed a snob. But I am here to say that
some snobbery is indeed a good thing
which can lead to a strong sense of value,
purpose, direction, and other fun things.
things.
My particular brand of snobbery hap
happens to be in the field of fine beverages,
especially coffee. II'm
’m also a beer snob (my
motto being, if you can see through it, don't
don’t
breaks,
on breaks,
bother. Gotta love that Guiness ((on
you’re
won't go
re of age, of course)), but I won’t
if you'
into that right now.
sum
I got a job in a coffee shop this sum-

didn’t
' t really like coffee
mer even though I didn
all that much (I think I got in because one
owner). All of a sudden
of my friends is an owner).
I was surrounded by coffee snobs, and they
snobbery;
obbery; even
were rather proud of their sn.
better, they were *paid* for their snobbery.
snobbery.
I have
never
hav e
been one to have
m uch passion
much
about one parp ar
ticular thing in
life, so I was quiqui
intrigued..
etly intrigued
W ithout even
Without
trying, I learned
the gestures and
atti
sounds, the attiac
tude and the actions,,
. the
tions
and
language and
love.
love.
Just eight
m onths ago, I
months
never even heard of a cap or a latte, a french
press or a french roast, a barista or a
portafilter. But now these things are so
much a part of me that I actually get stressed
about them and I even make snide jokes
with my fellow snobs that no one else would

emoreally get. I am amazed at my level of emo
abtional attachment to something I cared ab
ago.
solutely nothing about not long ago.
But I am glad that I am a snob now. My
friends will tell you that I go overboard to a
fault (if you want to see, tell me how good
S t a r b u c k ’s
Starbuck's
espresso is (espe
(especially in a book
bookstore or airport),
or how much you
just love hazelnut
flavored coffee),
and I realize that I
need to responsi
responsibly tem
per my
temper
snobbery
ith
with
snobbery w
appropriate hu
humility. But now
th
at I *know*
that
(knowledge that
is both informa
informaMarty
Marquis
Marty Marquis
tion and action)
what good coffee is, I have realized a bit
judgmore of what it means to make value judg
ments. And of course (as a tip of the hat to
prethe philosophy section), my axiology pre
(ask Dr.
etaphysics (ask
metaphysics
supposes my m
McLelland).
McLelland). Also, my value judgments not

only assume my foundational beliefs, they
help to refine them and bring them to life.
· As the trite saying goes, life is about
choices, and now that I have learned what
betis good, I am confident that I can make bet
ter choices.
choices. The applications here should
be obvious. Talk among yourselves.
yourselves. Also,
now that I am a snob I have found myself
developing a passion for the object of my
don’t really buy into much of
snobbery. I don't
the rhetoric about a specific vocational
“calling”
"calling" that many espouse around here
(most likely to satisfy our cultural desire to
always have something to show for our
work). For me, this is probably because I
have never had a particular passion for a
vocation.
But now that I am a snob, I can make
value judgments and have some sense of
purpose for what I am doing. All of this
adds up to the building of a real passion
for what I do. And as my boss told me my
first day, passion put into work is what
makes the best the best.
For someone who was usually indif
indifferent to most of life, this spark of passion
is rather unexpected and startling. But now
that I am a snob, I know that I can indeed
live and love as I ought.
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turkeysrfindingthe body image ofChrist?
In the interim between turkeys:findingthe
bagpipe 12.11.98

probably another turkey.
turkey. Shouldn Y
t I b~
be in (thank goodness I did earlier today) I
agonizing over this guilt and fearing the will not be able to bear living with myself.
Could anything be more anithetical
test of self-control that Christmas will be?
this!.? Yet it is
to the gospel ooff Christ than this!?
A brief disclaimer: This is an article Shouldn
Shouldn’1t I be blushing over my dietary 'to
YI go run five miles? a real state of being for most of the women
written to women, but one which I hope indiscretion? Shouldn 11
the men do read. It is a pertinent issue in a
. Guilt is at the heart of the issue, I am on this campus. I envy those of you who
don't worry about it. But, then again, I am
community such as this and I hope as "a
“a convinced. First of all, there is an ideal set don’t
body”
body" we choose to think together about up for us: fit, trim, (tall, long-legged) healthy, probably envying the metabolism you have
it. Forgive the bias, guys, its
it s just the way self-controlled (half-starving) women. The that makes it possible for you not to gain
flowed.
the thoughts flowed.
fashion magazines show us what we could three pounds just remembering what you
ifwe
ofus,
Thanksgiving. The rest of
us, if
we
eno~gh. But, no ate for Thanksgiving.
be if only we tried hard enough.
don't look like are honest with ourselves, are trying to
Well, here we are, sandwiched in bebe matter how hard we try, we don’t
ourselves, achieve the ideal body that is promised to
tween the two holidays.
holidays. Thanksgiving Gwyneth Paltrow. We look like ourselves,
Steel." Or at
"Buns of Steel.”
came with much joy and anticipation for which tends to be so disappointing. And us on the cover of “Buns
me as I looked forward to days and days of we feel guilty because we don't
don’t have least we feel guilty not trying. Why?
Satan, perhaps, is having a field day
eating. I am not ashamed to admit it. Eating enough self-control and will-power. Geneteating.
Genet
hill. He
is the best thing about Thanksgiving for ics, we know, has absolutely nothing to do with us here on our lovely Utopian hill.
tradi- with the fact that we are not 5
'7" and 11 llbs.
me and my family. It all starts with the tradi
5’7"
libs. glories in leading us to reject the free gift of
tion of having pumpkin pie for breakfast, We’re
enough. And we acceptance that Christ has provided with
We' re just not trying hard enough.
blood. He must love to hear us belittle
and it just goes downhill from there. My see the guys sitting around shoveling food his blood.
mom spends most of the day cooking the into their mouths, not caring one bit if the our own bodies because our bodies are
are
hearts-are
creation. As long as our hearts
God 's creation.
grandfather 's recipe for moment that cheeseburger touches their God’s
turkey and my grandfather’s
's cajun lips they are destined to a rnillenium
~ith the family
sweet peas, along with
family’s
millenium of discontent, distracted and guilt-laden, then
praised. And praising the Lord
po cheeseburger hips.
stuffing, marshmallow-drenched sweet pohips. And so we hate them God is not praised.
pudding. And of course, for it, don't
tatoes and bread pudding.
don’t we? We hate them because they is the last thing Satan wants to hear.
I am as bad as the rest, perhaps worse,
the days of leftovers keep us going until do not feel guilty as we do.
do.
venthe crowning achievement, a turkey gumbo,
The question of body image attacks because at times I know I eat with a ven
guarangeance. I eat because I know it will guaran
bird. Food, us in the times we are alone before the mir
is cooked.up
cooked .up from the leftover bird.
mir- geance.
food.. What a blast! I ror, or standing next to our beautiful athfood and more food
ath tee that I do not end up looking like Gwyneth
wouldn' t have it any other way.
wouldn’t
letic roommates or flipping through the Paltrow or Julia Ormond because that is
like
this
N ow . th
is might
m ig h t sound
so u n d lik
e a strange
stran g e
Now,
Winn
perfection and I cannot attain it anyway,
wee are in line at W
magazines
m agazines when
w h en w
inn Dixie
Dixie
introduction to a rather serious issue:
issue: body waiting to pay for our Moose Tracks and Oreos:
Oreos: so, why bother? I determine to protest the
thinness craze by sitting on my butt and
image. But I wanted to start off that way to Be thinner. Be better. Try harder.
harder. Earn love.
love.
' em, eh? All
nothing: That'll show 'em,
doing
nothing.
You
mind.
warped
my
into
enter
all
let you
mind.
I admit it. I think that way, too. That
just
see, I am like a lot of girls in many respects. last piece of pumpkin pie, the one I ate just
I like to eat. But, I am not supposed to ad~
ad before I sat down to write this article, has Duncan, from previous page
mit
whispering, something holistic about a work of art than
rnit it. I should be quite ashamed of myself, sent a little voice to my head whispering,
actually, because I should be telling you "you've
“you’ve failed
failed.. Now you’re
you're going to have cannot be captured in a chart.
how hard I've
I’ve been trying to keep my girl
When I think of
David Duncan and The
girl- to work it off.”
ofDavid
off." And I am beginning to feel a
River
Why
I
think
of
laughing, of beautiful
is
holidays. Christmas
oflaughing,
little guilty, despite the fac_
factt that I enjoyed
ish figure over the holidays.
coming,
If I don'
don’tt get a good run pictures of nature, of twists in my ordinary
corning, along with cookies and cakes and eating it so much.
much. If!
perspectives, of beautiful imaginative sto
stories,
areness and
awareness
ries , ooff philosophical aw
Knutson: "I
“I question
Joel Knutson:
thought. It makes me happy. It sweeps me
people’s motives for
What are
people's
into what seems to be a higher plane (both
being a vegetarian.”
vegetarian."
emotionally and in my thinking) even when .
you stuck
I am merely remembering the book. And the
up about?
“I think
Teresa Fink: "I
I’m more educated
I'm
~
than someone in any
Dave Kaufmann: 'Tm
“I’m
area. That’s
That's the only
stuck up because
way, but it’s
it's in so
there’s
there's too many white
Manicures...
it's all
many areas that it’s
Manicures .. .
people at Covenant."
Covenant.”
the time.”
thetime."
Pedicures...
Jeanne Faucheux
Staff writer

this time, by the way, my thoughts are on
myself. You have nothing to do with my
belife. I cannot hear what you are saying be
getcause I’m
I'm very busy worrying if I am get
ting fat. Oh yes, I am a Christian and I am
your friend, but I will deal with that when
I'm feeling good about myself. To myself
I’m
MADand all the rest I say, STOP THE MAD
NESS!
I have come to this.
this. If Jesus Christ died
to set me free from the law of guilt, to renew
my HEART AND SOUL, then I have no
freedwoman . Yes,
excuse but to live as a freedwoman.
we struggle to live godly lives, but we rest
knowing that God does not judge us by
the standards of the world and that in Christ
we are being made perfect. (This does not
mean we are being made thinner, or taller or
more buxom.) His ways are not our ways
and whether or not we look good in our
Madrigals dress matters little to him. He
satisfied,
wants our souls to eat and be satisfied,
parto par
body
and he gives us his very own
image
an
given
take of. By doing so, we are
of a body that should mean far more to us
than if we fit into the next bikini size down
come spring break.
break. Will we spit on the cross,
tomb, the communion supper?
the empty tomb,
Will we sell out to the lie that this body is
the only one there is or that a pretty one
will guarantee more happiness and love?
Women, be who you were saved to
Christ, and live
be, a member of the body of Christ,
such. Live free.
as such.

highest compliment which I can imagine
paying to any book goes to this one:
one: Not
only does the actual experience of reading it
engage nearly all the aspects about myself
which I value-the spiritual, the creative, the
perceptive, the thoughtful,
philosophithoughtful, the philosophi
cal, the loving, the happy; if this were all, my
puritan tendencies would claim that the book
was mere escapism and a way of avoiding
the problems of real life.
life. However, not only
can I have a relaxing escape into virtual bet
betterment of myself, I feel like the book leaves
me in actuality more spirispiri
tual, more creative, more
perceptive,
m
ore
more
thoughtful, more philo
philosophical, more loving and
more happy. More than a
class or conference on
Pedicures .. .
any of these things could
Holiday Nail Art..
Art ..
do, Duncan’s
enDuncan's story en
gages me in a holistic way
beds ...
Suntaning beds...
and changes me not only
Color
Color Washes & Streaks
in my head as I read the
story, but in the life I re
return to once I finish the
last page.
(Andrew Hansinger
Bring in this AD for a
contributed the basis for
the plot summary.)
DISCOUNT!I
10% DISCOUNT

Holiday Hairstyles
& Much More

“I’m not stuck up I'm
I’m just
Nancy Young: 'Tm
better than everybody else."
else.”

Haddad: “In
way.
"In every possible way.
Dr. Haddad:
class.”
But I do it with class."

“I’m trying to
Jeanne Faucheux: "I'm

Dr. Dennison: "I
“ I fall into the universal
you're better than other
sin of thinking you’re
people, which is a result of pride and
arrogance.”
arrogance."

5’ 2”.”
2"."
I'm 5'
compensate for the fact that I’m
'Tm proud of the fact that I
Anna Lins: “I’m

heart.”
know the Veggie Tales song by heart."
Dr. Steele: "Footnotes."
“Footnotes.”

I’ll
'Tm not stuck up but I'll
Isaac Wardell: “I’m
tell you who is.,
[omitted] ”
is .. [ornitted]."

FairyLand Style Center
820-9952

-

8philosoph
philosophy&religion
~&religion
·ng the
Deconstructing
deconstructed Chun:h
Church
s

within a church building.
· It seems that church is turning into
indijust another social construct of the indi
pon- vidual. I fear that church has been
Over Thanksgiving break, I pon
opdered the matrix of relationships I found
found deconstructed into an obligatory op
myself within (friendships to be more pressor at times that psychologically
individual's attendance and
specific), and decided that maybe I was calls for an individual’s
spend- psychologically punishes them with
doing a purposeful thing there: spend
_upon their long awaited return. I
ing time in a community. This may sound stares upon
a bit obvious to you, perhaps even suppose I do not necessarily experience
slightly trite. But I assure you that as I these psychological sensations when I
secretly understood the affability I was attend church, but I see them on the
having with my current friends, as well faces of others who do not want to stop
as friends of old, underneath a rather going to church out of fear of bringing
de
warm November sky, it was a very stark upon themselves a huge, religious depression.
realization.
reafuation.
What is the first thing that goes
I was thinking out loud to my
friends about how static church has when a Christian is on hard times? They
become to me.
me. It is not because I am - either stop praying or stop attending
rev- church, or both. This confusion about
lazy or dislike the stagnant break for rev
erence that Sundays give to the week, the Christian life and the message of the
but rather because I am confused as to gospel happens often to those who seek
Everythe motives that we use when we all atat to live in this world but not of it. Every
untend the house of God. I think perhaps one experiences low points of not un
Jesus. or not feeling close
another manifestation of American civil derstanding Jesus,
religion dictates that many of us go to . to him. But as soon as the believer stops
church, there is suddenly upon
church because of church’s
church's supposed going to church,
abilit)' her a surge of Christian failure. Just the
social benefits and its undying ability
a liz a tio n that
th at a Sunday
S u n d ay w
e n t by aand
nd
went
realization
to make a believer or nonbeliever feel re
at
abil- she was not sitting on some pew atgood about herself. It is that same abil
menity the church ,has
has to make an individual tempting to sing hymns shakes her men
feel good about herself that can make tally.
ChrisThe church has so dominated Chris
well..
her feel bad as well
tianity
that
we
do
not
feel
as
if
we
have
Church seems to have been re
rethe
authority
to
suggest
that
maybe
it is
duced to a spiritual spectrum. Way over
not
being
done
completely
right,
or
per
per
to the right are -the
the "“every-Sundayevery-Sundayhaps
that
there
are
other
better
alterna
alternachurch-attending-highly-spiritualchurch-a ttending- highly-spiritualpeople”
people" and way over to the left are the tives. I have talked to myriad people who
“un-church-going-borderline-apos"un-church-going-borderline- apos- testify that attending church either made
tates.”
tates." The motivation to assent to them forsake God or plunge into dark
church has puzzled me lately because I feelings of inadequacy for not being able
have begun to view it as a sort of psy
psy- to relate to what was taking place before
experience" of
"organized experience”
chological dependence placed on the • them in the “organized
individual’s mind.
mind. This isn
’t some God. I am not trying to recommend that
isn't
individual's
counter-culture attempt at being mysti
mysti- every Christian should migrate from
gathercal, but a real concern that I see not only churches and begin their own gather
attemptin myself
but within my table offriends
of friends ings in homes. However, I am attempt
myselfbut
ing to bring to light an important issue
as well.
comI am not denying the fact that God that is present among the Christian com
(per
calls for a gathering of his people to munity. The fact that the church (pershare and worship and encourage. I haps inadvertently) makes the believer
simbelieve that I practice living on such a question her soteriological status sim
common ground.
ground. I interact with my ply because she is not in a church on
friends much more than once a week on Sunday is a frightening issue that needs
“matters of the heart.”
heart." I eat and to be reckoned with. Even if she is not
spiritual "matters
drink with them in the spirit of Acts, and rational in believing this and is perhaps
experience the presence of the Holy being reactionary by feeling legitimate
.well as in the rever
rever- guilt of her own, it is still something that
Spirit in myself as ~ell
address.
berations from those around me,
me. I have we need to address.
church used its history to
the
Has
been at similar gatherings in Morocco,
create
within
the mind of the believer
believer a
France, England, and the Czech Repub
Republic, where believers were gathered in
lic
homes, by riversides, not necessarily see Deconstruction, next page
ho~es,

Ben Thomas
Guest writer
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But what can be done? If I were to
When I came to school in the fall I had
noth
an agenda; first, I wanted to point out where give a simple, pat answer, I would say nothI thought the Christian church had gone ing short of reformation will change us. The
en
wrong. Second, I wanted to talk about the contemporary church has become so endidn't trenched that I think that nothing short of
implications for the future if we didn’t
change our present attitudes. Fiually,
Finally, after a revolution will bring about reformation.
iflI were to be honest, I would admit it
prob- But if
a semester about writing about our prob
lems, it is time to talk about what we should is much more difficult than that.
The Christian church, the body of
do in light of these problems.
Ameri- Christ, must really begin to confront where
It seems rather obvious that the Ameri
com- it has gone wrong, where it has adopted
can church has problems, and I felt com
pelled to discuss these problems as ~ell
well as too much of this culture. It must recognize
our responsibility to help change them. The also when it has been too condemning, too
central problem that I believe plagues the harsh, and when it has failed to perform the
tasks-to love. The church
American- most simple of tasks—to
church is that it has become too American
as a whole body cannot do
ized.
ized. It has affected the
•
this if its individual memmem
way we think, speak and
bers do not first begin to
act in regards to the culcul
do this.
ture around us.
As I stated before, it
Ifwe make the claim
will take nothing less than
unithat Christianity is a uni
a revolution and a reforrefor
versal religion, that it apap
mation of our minds and
plies to all people at all
our hearts in order for us
times—
and I think we
times-and
to change, as well as to
that
should make th
at
change our brothers and
claim—
how does · is it
claim-how
sisters in Christ.
Christ. But, given
happen? If Americans
the warning I just gave,
take
C hristianity and
take. Christianity
how can this be achieved
adapt it to themselves so
without alienating other
that it fits nicely into our
Christians? To be honest,
culture, and an African
I am not sure that it can be
country does the same,
p errk .in s
John P
aachieved
c h ie v e d w ith
o u t a lie
n a t
ie na•"thout
and an Asian country
Philosophy&Religion
editor
ing
other
But
Christians.
·other
hapdoes the same, ,vhat
what hap
in
there
are
two
ways
in
pens to the essence of
alienChristianity? Does it remain intact, or does which alienation can occur. We can alien
threaten
it lose something in the process of all of ate because the words we say are threatenbecause our
these mutations? I think that while ChrisChris ing and we can alienate because
tianity has within it the ability to adapt to presentation is threatening. If the latter is
nations and cultures, but I think that this the case, I think that we are guilty of not
adaptation can be taken too far, and I be
be- presenting the truth in love; if the former is
prethe case, I would say that we have pre
lieve that this has happened in America.
Reformed Christians have a motto: sented ourselves well and have nothing to
“Reformed and always reforming.”
reforming." It seems be ashamed of.
"Reformed
We must serve as spokespeople for
to me that if we are to be always reforming,
the
gospel.
There is a need for legitimate
then in some sense we must also be always
conversation
with culture, not just in order
critically aware. But there is a danger here.
change
it,
but in order to fulfill our re
reto
It comes when we understand “critically
"critically
to
bring
the
gospel
the
of
light
sponsibility
aware” to mean that we -must
must be critical.
aware"
What often happens is that being critical to those without it. As we move out and
then means making enemies out of our beyond this school, beyond this small
ourbrothers and sisters. Whether you agree sphere of influence, and as we brace our
can only do
or disagree with a fellow Christian, there is selves for a new millennium we can
no justification for making an enemy out of this, strip away all that ties us up, all that
com
them. And when it comes to the sorts of prevents us from obeying the simple comissues that I have spent the semester talk
talk- mands of the scripture, and all that blinds
ing about it becomes increasingly difficult us to our own sin and our own failures.
Our culture needs humility, not voices
to walk this very thin line without going
too far. There seems to be a thin line be
be- screaming at the tops of the lungs how they
tween telling people that they are wrong or are wrong; our culture needs hands that
misguided and cutting them off from your are eager to help, not fingers pointed at sin
most
fellowship in the process. I mention this, in self-righteousness. Finally, and mo~t
fell9wship
not necessarily because I have a solution, importantly, it is the church that is most in ..
but as a warning. If we are to reform others need of the helping hand, and the humble
and ourselves, we can never allpw
allow our truth words; we must change ourselves before
to be a tool by which we attack others, eses we try to bring change to others.
pecially other believers.
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Did Columbus actually discover America?·
Am erica?
general and within my worldview it is the
truths. In
case that there are no absolute truths.
this way it is somewhat like the rule: there
is an exception to every rule. There are excep
excepdoesn't invalitions even to that rule, but this doesn’t
invali
date the rule, but rather confirms it. In the same
relative" is itselfa relative truth.
way, "Truth
‘Truth is relative”
The preceding argument is not airtight
by any stretch of the imagination, but I hope
that it reveals that relativists have well
thought-out reasons for believing truth to .
be relative, and they should not be dis
dishand. Although relativism is
missed out of hand.
false, it is not stupid and irrational.

A case for the rationality of relativism
Chris McCartney

those electrochemical impulses in our
brains. It does not come as chairs and tables
and rocks and trees, but as a confusion of
opin sense data-splotches
data— splotches of color. In order to
In my experience, it is a general opinirratio make sense of this we must filter it through
ion on this campus that relativism is irrational, stupid, impious, and false. In my a conceptual framework. We must interpret
opinion, relativism is false, but neither irrairra the stuff that comes from our eyeballs by
tional nor stupid (I'll
(I’ll let others discuss its applying certain concepts to it, such as the
moral status). In what follows, I shall be concept of a chair.
arguing from the perspective of a relativist.
Now we are in a position to say somesome
"Truth
“Truth is relative."
relative.” But what does this thing about meanings. Meanings, whatever
mean? First of all, what is truth? What sorts they are, are not present in the sense data
electro
of things are true or false? I believe that the we get from the world through the electrobrains. Those splotches
sentence, "In
“In 1492, Columbus discovered chemistry of our brains.
don’t have meaning apart from a
America” is true, so at first glance, it looks of color don't
America"
M eanings are
like sentences are the sorts of things that conceptual framework. Meanings
can be true or false. But this doesn't
frame
doesn’t quite brought to the world by a conceptual framework, because the sentence "In
“In 1942, CoCo work or worldview. We have already deterdeter
lumbus discovered America"
could
also
be
mined
that
meanings
are
the
sorts
of
things
America”
false, under a certain interpretation. After that are true or false. So whether something
all, people had lived in America for countcount is true or false will depend on its meanings,
less generations before Columbus came. It and therefore, on one's
one’s worldview. You may
all depends on what is meant by "In
“In 1942, have thought that truth was something out
Columbus discovered America."
America.” So the there in the world, apart from anyone's
anyone’s inin
sorts of things that are true or false are not terpretation of it, but it turns out that truth
sentences, but meanings. But what sorts of is really determined by a worldview.
worldview.
things are "meanings"?
“meanings”? Before we get totally
So what if two people have different
lost trying to answer such questions as ·'what
"‘what frameworks? Perhaps they try to look at
's right. But the
who’s
truthT’ and "what
“what are meanings?"
meanings?” I'd like the world to decide who
is truthT'
doesn’tt give meanings, so the world
to investigate the thought of Kant, one of the world doesn'
' t give a true or false apart from a
can’t
most brilliant thinkers in history. Surely anyany can
m eta
thing that follows from his thought, though worldview. Perhaps there is a metait might be false, is immune from the charge of worldview that every other worldview must
measure up to. But how do you know which
being irrational and stupid.
Kant identified the phenomenal realm worldview is the meta-worldview? Muslims
ra
as the things that have to do with what say Islam is the meta-worldview, while racomes to us through our senses. When we tionalists say Reason is the meta-worldview,
meta
what we are experiencing is sevsev and Christians say Christianity is the metasee a chair, 'what
worldview. How are we to decide between
itself. worldview.
eral steps removed from the chair itself.
can’t
't go to the world, because
First, light has to bounce off the chair and them? We can
doesn’t
't give meanings. Since we
find its way to our eyeballs, then our eyes the world doesn
m eanings we hav
havee to go to a
have to send an electrochemical signal to need meanings
of worldview can
our brains, and finally, our minds have to worldview, but what sort ofworldview
contest
interpret that electrochemical signal as decide between two worldviews contestelectrochemistry— ing for the role of meta-worldview? A metasomething other than electrochemistry“seeing a chair."
chair.” meta-worldview? We end up arguing in
our minds interpret it as "seeing
The phenomenal world (the world of the · circles. Maybe you think reasoning in
senses) is presented to our minds through circles is allowable in this situation, but
Guest writer

Deconstruction, from previous page
psychological need for it? Whether or not that this is
the case, tradition has emerged, and I am not sure if I
should look on it as ugly or as a cause of indifferindiffer
ence. I find myself worshipping much more wholly
among my friends amidst conversation about God
and how to implement our ideas into culture than I
do in church. I have been moved by the Boly
Holy Spirit
church building and have
outside of the bounds of a churih
realized that although it is something'to
something to come to terms
with mentally, it is still very beautiful. I just regret the
over h~
half of the Christian ~orld
world looks down
fact that
that_oyer

then it seems you must allow the Muslim
to reason in his circle and the rationalist in
Wouldn 't it make more sense to drop
his. Wouldn’t
the idea of a meta-worldview? We can still
think that our beliefs are true, but why think
else 's worldview has to mea
meaeverybody else’s
sure up to ours?
A common objection to relativism
relativism
claims that it is self-contradictory, since the
truths" is it
itclaim "there
“there are no absolute truths”
self an absolute truth claim. But is it an
truth
absolute tru
th
arguclaim? The argu
ment against be
beC)
lieving
in a
lieving Ill
meta-worldview
meta-worldview
does not make the
C::'.
!claim that there
U)
can never possi
possibly be any meta
metaworldviews. The
worldviews.
~
argument is based
LL
on the problems
deterinvolved in deter
w
m ining which
mining
worldview is the
~
;-.
right one.
one. There is
w
no way to settle
LL
d is a g re e m e n ts
disagreements
....J
bb ee tt w
w eeeenn
<( ~ . , , ...11··
worldv iewss be
beworldview
decause truth is de
C::'.
termined within
worldviews.
worldv iews . Of
LL
poscourse it is pos
w
sible that there is
a meta-worldview,
<(
but how could we
(V
ever figure out
( i'l
V
which one it was?
state
So the statement "there
“there are no
rL..J
truths"
absolute truths”
w
does not mean, "it
“it
i'is absolutely true
that there are no
absolute truths.”
truths. "
(V
It means that in

on me for thinking so strangely and, allegedly, so
"“wrongly.”
wrongly." How did the Church become merely
church? How did the unity of all sisters and brothers
across the world professing the name of Jesus melt
into buildings and events? Probably the only thing I
fimdamentalist-Sunday school upbring-,
upbring _ '
learned in my fundamentalist-Sunday
ing was the New Testament version of the church not
not•
being a physical building, but the mystical body of
Christ. Has this foundational bit of knowledge been
church-dogma-fmger
lost in our readiness to point the church-dogma-finger
differently? Why is there even the
at those who think ~erently?
opposition?
need to set up oppos~ion?
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American Zen
Today’s
culturee is an American
political cultur
's political
Today
Jed Royal
Guest writer
Knowledge is knowing as little as
possible. —
Charles Bukowski
-Charles
I was recently talking philosophy with
conver(one of those lofty conver
a friend of mine (one
sations that never really go anywhere),
when the subject of Zen came up. As we
spoke it became apparent to me that he took
his Zen pretty seriously, and the next day
Go; a
he delivered to me a copy of Zen to Go,
wisdom"
book full of "bite-sized
“bite-sized bits of wisdom”
compiled by Jon Winokur. Well, one thing
that I did not find in it was wisdom (note
introductory quote), but it occurred to me
that these bite-sized bits were a bit propro
today's political
phetic in thinking about today’s
culture. Zen philosophy is centered around
the notion that reality and meaning are
infound within yourself, and there is no in
herent need to care about anything other
than yourself. The famous sage Jack
Kerouac (in his enlightened state of Zen)
“I don't
don’t
once summed it up when he said, "I
know. I don't
don’t care. And it doesn't
doesn’t make
difference."
any difference.”
For the past 11 months, I have worked
on a political campaign in South Carolina
and had the privilege of meeting many
people all across the state. After having

spoken with all of these people, I have come cast that one party can effectively energize firmly convinced that apathy is a cancer
to realize that a majority of Americans hold a very small minority of people to their side that will eat this country from inside out
makcul- and shape the outcome. This year less than leaving us with a few elite strategists mak
today's political cul
these two thoughts in today’s
political
decisions
for
us.
Politics
our
ing
and
it;
40%
of
Americans
made
it
to
the
polls,
an
fix
don't
so
broke,
t
.
ture: (l)It ain''
ain’t
don’t
(2)Most politicians are crooks anyway. all time statistical low for the popular vote, will no longer be about issues, but rather
m anipulation. It
What is most striking about this is that and the Democratic Party took advantage about strategies and manipulation.
doesn’t
matter
what
you
believe; it only
doesn't
conflict
of
the
apathy.
direct
in
these two comments are
matters
that
your
party
can
get people to
It
like
this:
say
there
is
a
pool
of
most
that
works
hope
with each other. I would
polls.
polls.
the
Susie
or
Bruno
100
people
to
either
for
vote
government
a
Americans would consider
AmeriObviously, the solution is that Ameri
full of crooks as a broken government. But Mae for President of the Sewing Club. If all
100%
cans
go
vote.
The
will
of
of
voters
Mae
Susie
100
people
would
get
60
voted,
nonetheless, these two dialectical thoughts
will
the
cannot
be
manipulated
like
of
40%
40
get
would
votes
and
Bruno
votes;
thus
do work together to create an overwhelmoverwhelm
is
fairness,
all
in
But
voters
can
be.
this
of
a
dictate
the
political
would
wide
comclimate
ing political culture of apathy and com
partisan
Both
Republicans
problem.
a
not
However,
margin
of
victory
for
Susie
Mae.
placency.
Prior to this year’s
year's elections (this past because it is not in the nature for members as well as Democrats are not voting, and
politi- of the Sewing Club to be very politically both should be just as worried. But mostly
November 3) just about every major politi
af
cal pollster and statistician agreed that the active, only 10% of the members take the the general public (regardless of party afbe
because
now
a
worried,
should
filiation)
culture).
Republican Party would pick up seats in time to vote (an apathetic political
it
vote
as
as
should.
A
much
mean
not
does
the legislature this year. Some said as few Even so, all things equal, Susie Mae should
as 5-10 in the House and 1-2 in the Senate, still win 6 to 4, because the political climate vote should be worth a vote; but these days
and others said as many as 20-30 in the would be as such. However, Bruno knows a vote is worth a vote plus or minus the
House and 5-10 in the Senate. But they were that because Sewing Club members are so variable of apathy and the effectiveness of
sub
mem- political strategies on certain cultural suball wrong. When the ballots came in there apathetic, all he needs to do is find 3 mem
groups.
Democracy
is
being
undermined
was no statistical change in the Senate, and bers who may not vote previously and give
rea- every election. This American Zen political
the Democratic Party picked up seats in them whatever legitimate or illegitimate rea
de- culture has left all Americans susceptible
the House as well as some governorships son to vote for him. Doing this, he has de
throughout the country. Even though the feated the will of the majority, in a manner to abuse, and this past November 3 we were
all taken advantage of. If we continue this
Repub- of speaking.
speaking.
political climate was such that the Repub
This goes to prove that no
ho longer does way, maybe we will all begin to think with a
licans were expected to do well, the politi:
politi
ofunlazy
majority
rule;
the
majority
of unlazy Zen mentality as G C. Lichtenberg did when
rather,
cal culture of
~f apathy allowed for the
“Nothing is more conducive to peace
themselves
rule
both
and he said, "Nothing
for
This
Americans
vote.
manipulation of the popular
all."
can happen when there are so few votes lazy Americans. As I have said before, I am of mind than not having any opinion at all.”

pt
Asia and your futur
future—
a new global conce
concept
e-a
Part III

“cheaper” compared to other countries
countries’'
it "cheaper"
currencies. This means that your exports
Rachel Bode
counbecome cheaper compared to other coun
Guest writer
tries’
exports. What happens when your
tries' exports.
Okay, so my last article was a bit long goods are relatively cheaper? People buy
anand a bit extensive; however, it is imporimpor more of your goods as compared to an
goods.. What happens
country's goods
tant to remember that the Asian Crisis is other country’s
itself long and extensive. The problems over when people buy more of your goods? Your ,
itselflong
there are complicated and in my last lengthy economy strengthens at the expense of
article, when I focused solely on Japan, I surrounding economies. And, once again,
only covered a fraction of the problems that our pesky new friend, the global economy,
it's nearly
How- revisits us; in a global economy, it’s
exist on the other side of the globe. How
ever, as you trace history back through the impossible to take strong economic action
with
decades, Japan and its irresponsible bankbank . in the interest of your own economy withoffbalbal
ing practices repeatedly emerge as the crux out tipping many other economies off
Thailand's
h ailan d ’s
of the problems that have recently sprung . ance. In the context of T
econoforth; the signs of a financial crisis were devaluation, the surrounding Asian econo
always brewing under the surface of this mies were forced to respond by devaluing
economy, but most people paid no atten
atten- their own currencies in order to remain
inno
Thailand's seemingly innotion. However, you may be asking, where competitive.
competitive. Thailand’s
do all the other East Asian countries fit into cent act to stimulate its own economy
started a ripple effect throughout the world,
this bleak picture?
When discussions arise on the crisis pulling many other economies down with
currently brewing in Asia, Thailand is unun it.
However, this account paints a harsh
derstandably the first to receive blame.
blame. Last
acThailand's ac
summer, Thailand reacted harshly to the picture of Thailand. While Thailand’s
the
tions
did
the
avalanche
tumbling,
send
economic
were
looming
on
that
problems
.economic
the horizon by devaluing its currency. Put snow has been accumulating for decades.
I'~e previously explained, many of the
briefly, to devalue a currency means to make As I’ve

economies in Asia grew entirely too fast
over the decades following World War II.
In the shadow of the risky Japanese, many
Asian countries borrowed a lot of money
from a lot of different sources to build
skycountless unnecessary bridges and sky
scrapers—skyscrapers that have reportedly
scrapers-skyscrapers
stood empty since their construction. This
led to the creation of false economies. Of
course, Japan's
Japan’s direct role in all of this can't
can’t
be slighted either. Where do you think
many of these Asian countries received the
skyscraploans to build all of these empty skyscrap
ers? Japan, of course.
course. And, for any of you
that have read my preceding articles, this
should sound an alarm
head .
alarm in your head.
Japan’s
Japan's biggest predicament right now is
institutions-^-they
its floundering financial institutions-..-they
are facing $ 1I trillion worth of
bad loans due
ofbad
to their own inadequate banking practices.
What kind of hope does this give you for
the legitimacy of the loans that they exex
tended to other unstable countries?
So, what started in Thailand stemmed
from Japan and is currently forcing its way
through the rest of the Asian economies
now. Some are fairing better than others
are. Thailand and South Korea were the
first to feel the effects and they are also

Tai
showing the first signs of recovery. Taiwan (as well as China) has remained amazamaz
ingly stable throughout the past year, but
signs of wavering have recently been noted
there as well. Some counties have felt such
negative effects, and their responses have
been dangerously anti-democratic.
Malay
anti-democratic. Malayin
sia, for instance, was so affected that it increased government control in its currency
markets to restrict the amount of foreign
coun
lending and foreign investment in its country. Indonesia already had serious political
problems of its own that have intensified
in the midst of the economic turmoil: while
students protesting government control
have seized the streets, the government,
already hypersensitive to pro-democracy
movements, recently reacted by shooting
16 of them dead. In Indonesia, as well as in
other countries, democracy and the .WestWest
probern world are blamed for the economic prob
emerged. Perhaps the
lems that have emerged.
backlash of
o f many
m any ooff these countries
countries
against globalization is the gravest threat
to this fragile global economy right now.
ecoAsia may be tempted to return to old eco
nomic behavior. However, it must first real-

see Asia, next page
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A s iict,
a , from previous page
As
ize that democracy itself is not the
problem. Rather, it is the mishanmishan
dling of democracy that brought

re
Asia to its knees. With a lot of restructuring and patience, Asia can get
again, bringing the
back on its feet ag~n,
rest of the world with it.

So, where does the rest of the
world stand in the midst of this mess?
Stay tuned next semester to find out
what your future looks like
lik e....
... .

deck the halls and
don your gay
apparel: it is time to
hit the mall and eat it
all
... here comes
all...
santa clans
claus right
down Santa
santa claus
lane-move
forr mr.
lane— move over manger and make way fo
jolly.
it's
it’s hallmark's
hallmark’s happiest time of year: a mass
marketing of merriment.
plays, parties, platters
bells ring and children sing
... wreaths and bows...
bows ... seasonal
milk and cookies
cookies...
sweaters and singing socks
...
socks...
o christmas
Christmas tree, how lovely are thy branches
long lines and long lists
remember: visa is everywhere you want to be-for
be—for
everything else there is mastercard.
mastercard,
violence over beanie babies and tickle-me-elmos...
tickle-me-elmos ... a
...
furbie for little georgie or death
death...
but never fear because emest can always save
christmas
again ... and charlie brown can comfort a ·
Christmas again...
pitiful little christmas
Christmas tree with snoopy-style selfself
esteem yet again
... and miracles on 344th
u, street
... and
again...
street...
. . .and frosty
... and so on
...
the most wonderful life
life...
frosty...
on...
celebration, laughter, warmth,
warmth.
fa la la. la la la
ho ho ho.
about what?
aboutwhat?
home,
love, peace.
peace, joy.
home. family,
family. love.
stuff.... vacation
vacation..
or free time and free stuff
.. ..good
good
food...
food
.:. warm fuzzies
decorating, shopping, cooking, wrapping, mailing,
calling...
calling
...
do, doing, done.
and now: fat and poor.
about....nothing
much ado about
.. .. nothing ?
Christmas as a cartoon.
christmas
ebenezer scrooge fights with the grinch for the
back
spotlight while the nativity scene waits backstage...
stage
...
from mary
maiy to merry
merry...
froin
... from joy to jolly...
jolly ... from a star
to a string of lights
lights...
... from a stable to a
chimney...
...from
chimney
... from giving to getting ...
from God to a
bowl full ofjelly.
would you like your traditions with or without
meaning? with heart or without? with truth or
without? ·
x-m
asl
x-mas?
no. this is a birthday:
gloria in excelcis Deo.
bom.
a child is born.
come let us adore Him.
don’t chase a feeling; cherish
cherish the reality.
don't
Christian, don't
don’t cheat Christ out of
o f His
hark. christi.an,
Christmas.

THEEND.
THEEND.
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"I
Follow" U2, that's
“IWill
WfflFollow”
that’smy "Desire,"
“Desire,”
but they may have lost "Pride"
“Pride” by_
by
releasing a "Bad"
“Bad” greatest hits disc
David Kaufmann
Guest writer
Recently I read The Spanish Tragedie
by English playwright Thomas Kyd. The
thrilling play contains insanity, romance,
murder, suicide, and a hero who bites out
his tongue.
tongue. Exciting as its plot may be, it is
a poor play. No reasonable justification is
presented by K
yd for the events of the play.
play.
Kyd
Specifically, a bloody massacre occurs in
the final scene where almost all die. The
horror of the scene is fine and the excite
excitement is enjoyable, but Kyd fails to fully
convince the reader that the conclusion is
justified. Structurally the play works; somejustified.
some
one is murdered, the father grieves
and realizes foul play, he takes his rere
guilty. The psycholo
psycholovenge on the guilty.
gies of the characters are wooden and
underdeveloped, causing the sensasensa
tional conclusion to be thrilling for
thrills; but lacking context
the sake of thrills,
and any justification for existing.
existing. The
same applies for greatest hits albums,
U2.
eespecially
s p e c ia lly ffor
o r hit-plenty
h it-p le n ty U
2.

AAAARRRRGGGGHHHH!
!!
A A A ARRRRGGGGHHHH!!!
was my initial reaction when I heard
U22 was co~ng
U
coming out with a best of the
1980s release, but I went out and
bought it anyway. An album is a colcol
lection of songs that a band sees fit to
put together. An album is much like a
book, meant to be read from begin
beginning to end. Songs on a greatest hits
album are thrown together merely by
the common fact that they have popu
popu“Desire” from their suppossuppos
lar appeal. ''Desire"
“American” album Rattle and
edly "American"
“Sunday Bloody
Hum is placed next to "Sunday
Sunday” from War,
War, a politically motimoti
Sw1day"
U 2 do this?
vated album. Why did U2
Up until now I believed U2 could
do no wrong, but they had to go and
lower their standards by releasing a _
greatest hits. Everyone knows that they
didn’t have
have a lot of great hits, they didn't
to take those hits out of their intended
place and put them together without
any artistic framework. Listening to the
wed
album is a lot like eating too much wedding cake while on speed, I think.
One redeeming factor was that
a 2 CD special edition was released
for a limited time. The second CD
dur
contains the best of their B-sides dur-

bagpipe

I prlnl
p rin t analog lo
to the
th e covenant
co v en an t ex
perience
experience

c/o Covenant College
14049 Scenic Hwy
Lookout Mtn., GA 30750

ing the 80's.
80’s. The sounds of these songs
are minimal in production mainly because
they only put a few hours into each song
in the studio. These songs are a treat to
listen to but should only be taken with a
grain of salt. Every album is represented
on the actual greatest hits CD; even
though no hits were on October they put
in a hidden track of the song "October."
“October.”
StiH, I bought it because I am a
Still,
loyal fan. But when I heard "Where
“Where
the Streets Have No Name"
Name” followed
by '1 Will Follow,"
Follow,” when it should be
followed by '1
“I Still Haven't
Haven’t Found
What I Am Looking For,"
For,” I realized
something was wrong.

mainly

Cold-chillin'
Cold-chillin’ Elizabethan style: Jon Larson on the verge of this year's
year’s Madrigals
dinners: three nights of wassail, wenches, and wackiness in the Great Hall.

OK PEOPLE,

YOU KNOW fHE DR.IU..
£'VE COT TO OR&ANIZE OUR.
Cl.ASSES SO THAT AS NlfN"t

PROJECTS, PAPflS, AND 1E5TS
AR.E l>IJE ON rHe SAME PAY
AS POSSIBLE.
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